Guidelines Lecturer Deployment

LOGOS (Council of Dutch Research Schools in the Humanities) has established several formal agreements on the contribution of teachers for Research Schools):

- Every lecturer who makes educational efforts for a research school is given the space of his or her faculty or graduate school in relation to his or her other task calculation (according to the standards that apply in their own faculty).
- Research schools always plan their educational program 2 years ahead.
- Research schools must request the deployment of these lecturers well in advance (at least one year).
- The total number of courses to be offered is determined by the number and diversity of students registered at the research school and by the available budget.
- The national research schools will maintain contact with the graduate schools about the required staffing for interuniversity education.
- It is possible that faculties will set a maximum per year on the lecturer’s workload that they are prepared to reimburse. Timely consultation with the supervisor or director of the graduate school or faculty board is required.
- In principle, the research school provides at least 5 ECTS courses for research master students and 10 ECTS for PhD students annually.
- If a lecturer occasionally gives one or two lectures, this is regarded as a 'guest effort' and is not reimbursed separately.
- If a lecturer is responsible for an entire course, his / her own faculty / graduate school is responsible for the workload.
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